CHICKEN STOCK
Case Code

21446

Pack & Size

12 / 32 OZ. CARTON(S)
Swanson® Chicken Cooking Stock adds rich, robust flavor to your
homemade meals. Each batch of Swanson® Chicken Cooking Stock
starts with real chicken & bones sourced from farms we trust, and the
finest vegetables and spices picked at the peak of freshness. Then, we
cook our stocks to perfection to deliver deep, savory roasted chicken
flavor. From braises to sauces, Swanson® Chicken Cooking stock is the
perfect, simply-seasoned flavor foundation for savory homemade cooking.

Nutrition Facts

Plus, this chicken stock is 100% natural, it's made with no added MSG, no
artificial flavors, no artificial colors, no preservatives and it's fat-free and

About 4 Servings Per Container
Serving size

gluten-free. Taste the Swanson Difference™.

1 Cup (240mL)
FEATURES AND BENEFITS

Amount per serving

20

Calories

% Daily Value*
Total Fat 0g
Saturated Fat 0g

0%
0%

Trans Fat 0g

PREPARATION

QUALITY INGREDIENTS: Swanson ® chicken
stock is made from chicken sourced from farms
we trust and the finest vegetables and spices,
picked at the peak of freshness

DO NOT DILUTE. SHAKE CARTON BEFORE
OPENING.

HANDLING
STORAGE

100% NATURAL CHICKEN STOCK: This chicken Shelf Life: 365 Days
stock is crafted with no added MSG, no
Storage Temperature: 65 - 80 °F
preservatives or artificial flavors, and is fat free,
non-GMO and gluten free
GREAT RECIPE BASE: Simply seasoned, use
chicken stock as a foundational ingredient to
make side dishes, braises, and sauces for parties
and family dinners

Polyunsaturated Fat 0g
Monounsaturated Fat 0g
Cholesterol 0mg
Sodium 510mg
Total Carbohydrate 1g
Dietary Fiber 0g

0%
22%
0%
0%

Total Sugars <1g
Includes <1g Added Sugars
Protein 4g

2%

PERFECT FOR HOLIDAY COOKING: Bring out
the best in your Thanksgiving recipes with
Swanson® stock’s unique balance of flavor that’s
perfect for sauces and meats
CONVENIENT PANTRY STAPLE: This
Swanson® stock ships as a single 32-ounce
resealable carton that’s perfect to stock in your
pantry

INGREDIENTS
CHICKEN STOCK, CONTAINS LESS THAN 2% OF: SALT, CARROTS, CABBAGE, CELERY, ONIONS, PARSLEY.

Vitamin D 0mcg

MORE
0% Swanson® Chicken Cooking Stock adds rich, robust flavor to your homemade meals. Each batch of Swanson®

Calcium 10mg

0% and spices picked at the peak of freshness. Then, we cook our stocks to perfection to deliver deep, savory

Iron 0.2mg

0% seasoned flavor foundation for savory homemade cooking. Plus, this chicken stock is 100% natural, it's made with

Potassium 160mg

4% Swanson Difference™. We believe every family deserves homemade food that’s as high quality as the time spent

Chicken Cooking Stock starts with real chicken & bones sourced from farms we trust, and the finest vegetables
roasted chicken flavor. From braises to sauces, Swanson® Chicken Cooking stock is the perfect, simply-

no added MSG, no artificial flavors, no artificial colors, no preservatives and it's fat-free and gluten-free. Taste the

enjoying it. For decades, we’ve carefully crafted broths and stocks that bring rich, homemade flavor into the
convenience of a carton or can. The best ingredients make the best dishes. Swanson® Broths & Stocks are made
The % Daily Value (DV) tells you how much a nutrient in
a serving of food contributes to a daily diet. 2,000 calories from simple, high-quality ingredients you can recognize. Our ingredients are sourced from farms we trust, and we
select the finest vegetables, picked at the peak of freshness. Reach for one of our rich broths or robust stocks to
a day is used for general nutrition advice.
add flavor to your favorite homemade soups, side dishes, stuffings, braises, skillet dishes, and more!
*

Nutrition Facts are based on our current data. However,
because the data may change from time to time, this
information may not always be identical to the Nutrition
Facts table found on the labels of products.

PACKAGING DETAILS
Pack & Size: 12 / 32 OZ. CARTON(S) Case Weight: 25.668 LB
Cube:

0.573 FT

Case Size:

14.688 IN x 7.813 IN x 8.625 IN
(L x W x H)

UPC:

51000214468

SCC-14: 10051000214468

DIETARY NEEDS
100 Calories or Less Per Serving; Gluten Free; Sodium 481-800 mgs Per Serving
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